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Can we change timezone or currency at report suite level, once set up? 
The timezone of a report suite can be changed but should not be done frivolously since there 
will be either a gap or a spike in data collection depending on whether the new timezone’s offset 
to GMT is bigger or smaller than the original setting.  Instead of changing the timezone on the 
base report suite, you might consider using a Virtual Report Suite with the desired timezone in 
order to accomplish the same end without the one-time data collection impact.  
The base currency of an Adobe Analytics report suite can be changed, but only by Customer 
Care.  Take note that the change has no retroactive impact on any currency based metric (i.e. 
Revenue) meaning that all data collected in the past will be based on the old currency code but 
all data collected after the change will be based on the new currency code. 
 
What are your thoughts on Cross Device Analytics, are they basically VRS as well? 
Yes, but with a twist. CDA requires that all of your data to be stitched across devices be 
collected in a single report suite.  CDA creates a VRS from that report suite that includes that 
grouping of an identified person’s interactions across all the devices associated with that 
person.  Beyond the requirement of a single report suite for data collection there are many other 
requirements to be considered (see 
https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/analytics/components/cda/cda-home.html).  
 
I've seen some companies who are using Global Report Suites and then only segment 
data based on e.g. platformname (evar1 = corporatewebsite). What are pros and cons of 
this approach, and not using VRS? 
That is similar to what I proposed in the webinar. It sounds like they are just forcing their users 
to manually apply segments instead of using a Virtual Report Suite. If they were going to do a 
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lot of analysis by the different eVar1 values (sites), then I would suggest they create Virtual 
Report Suites for each. They are free and act the same as applying a segment. 
 
How efficient is real-time dashboard in adobe analytics? 
I don’t use the real-time aspect of Adobe Analytics very often since you only get three reports 
for real-time. You can use “Current Data” which gives you less delayed data. In general, I rarely 
need data in real-time. It's worth noting that real-time dashboards don't work with eVars. Since 
most implementations are leaving props in the rear-view mirror, this makes the real-time 
reporting even less useful. 
 
Is there an easy way to pull a report to show the set up of all our report suites setups so i 
can do a gap analysis and recommend changes? 
Yes. You can select multiple report suites in the Admin Console and then select settings like 
Success Events to see how they differ between Report Suites. You can also download your 
report suite settings to Excel using Randy Zwitch’s RSiteCatalyst 
(https://randyzwitch.com/rsitecatalyst/) or using https://reportsuites.com/ 
 
What is the best approach to break down those (low traffic) values so that we can use 
VRS more? 
This depends upon the data being collected. In general, if you are hitting “Low Traffic” you 
would want to collect your data at a higher level or split data into multiple dimensions. If you are 
hitting the unique limit for search terms, you can consider grouping similar search terms into a 
higher level one instead of capturing all of its permutations. For example, you can group all 
searches including “Xbox” into one term in an eVar or sProp and then capture the raw values in 
a different eVar or sProp. That way you have a detailed one that will hit the “Low Traffic” limit 
and another that may not. Or you can pass search terms that start with a-j in one eVar and 
those that start with k-z in another. 
 
What is your recommendation for mobile apps -- should they have their own individual 
report suite since many events will be different than the web experience? 
Personally, I like to have all of the data together so I can see totals. There will usually be 
overlaps so there are many cases in which the same KPI’s occur on desktop and mobile. But 
you can then use a VRS to split them out later. 
 
Does the creation of different types of Report Suites depend on the subscription of 
Adobe Analytics? Also, variable standardization would make sense for Success Events, 
but if I have a Foundation or Select version of Adobe Analytics, have limited eVars and 
Props, so in that scenario wouldn't it be better to set different variable numbers with 
different values? 
All versions of Adobe Analytics work the same, some just have more variables than others. 
Even if you are limited in eVars, I still advocate having the same implementation everywhere as 
much as you can. You may decide to make eVars 1 -50 the same everywhere and then eVars 
51-100 are different per report suite. That way you at least have some sort of standardization. 
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Can I connect to VRS through Report Builder? 
Yes. It is treated just like any other report suite. 
 
We are moving towards a new, single, global report suite with VRS’s for our 3 key 
business unit report suites. Is there anything we should consider before we stop sending 
data to the 3 business unit report suites? 
I would recommend locking people out of the three BU report suites for a month and pushing 
them to the new Virtual Report Suites. Once you go a month with no issues or complaints, you 
can stop sending data to the BU report suites and start saving $$$. 
 
Are Report Suites in Adobe is the same as 'View' in GA? 
An Adobe Analytics Report Suite is analogous to a Google Analytics Property. 
An Adobe Analytics Virtual Report Suite is analogous to a Google Analytics View. 
 
What exactly is the purpose of having a Roll-up Report Suite? If I am not wrong, a roll-up 
Report Suite would only give the total value of the metric, but wouldn't we get that from 
VRS or Global? 
Rollup report suites are a simple way to sum up metrics across report suites.They are generally 
not very useful since they don’t allow for pathing or de-duplicated unique visitors. Everything 
you would get from a rollup report suite can be achieved by having a “global” report suite or one 
single report suite with Virtual Report Suites, so I recommend going that route. 
 
Is it wise to send data to different Report Suites using Data Elements with s_account 
object being assigned with multiple conditions. Does it affect the performance? 
In Adobe Launch, within the Adobe Analytics Extension, it is possible to use a Data Element to 
populate the value of (development, staging, or production) report suite.  From a computational 
standpoint, you should have very little concern unless the data element itself is computationally 
intensive.  
It’s not uncommon for companies with a single Launch property on multiple website domains to 
use a data element to return the report suite id based on the current domain.  In cases like this 
there is not so much a performance risk as there is a risk of the data element logic failing to 
return the correct domain.  With dynamic report suites determined by data element logic, it 
becomes very possible to return a production report suite id in development or staging.  It’s just 
as possible to return a non-production report suite id on a production website.  One also has to 
watch out for logical errors causing the data element to return nothing (or some value that maps 
to no report suite at all).  In the end, you just need to match the complexity of your report suite 
selection logic (via data elements) with an appropriate amount of rigor in your testing process. 
 
Does staging report suite cost as the Production report suite.  or will they vary? 
Adobe doesn’t charge per report suite. They charge by server calls. You will be charged for any 
data sent to your Staging report suite, but you can control how much data you send there. 
 



If we are looking at an hourly report of sales across the US and have your report suite set 
up in eastern time zone, as we're looking at the hourly report do I need to assume that at 
12am in my report that time equates to 11pm central? Or does 12am equate to 12am in all 
time zones in the US? 
All data will be tied to the time zone of the report suite, so in your case, all time-based events 
will be at the time they occurred in the Eastern time zone. You can get more info in an old blog 
post of mine here: 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/adjusting-time-zones-via-virtual-report-suites-adam-greco/ 
 
For companies that have failed miserably at report suite consistency of 
events/evars/props across multiple report suites, are you aware of any way out of this 
mess? If we were to standardize a consistent set of variables across properties, can 
Adobe help with re-mapping existing data? 
There is not really a way to change historical data, but you can fix things going forward. I do 
have some tricks here that I have perfected over the years that I can show you if you email me. 
 
Does SAINT classification automated classifications work on virtual report suites as part 
of setting up only one set of rules. 
It is my understanding the SAINT Classification Rule Builder rules are applied to Virtual Report 
Suites in the same way they are applied to the parent Report Suite from which the Virtual 
Report Suite is based. 
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